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CURRENT AFFAIRS EDITOR

Students of NSU had the
opportunity to personally voice
their concerns to President
Ferrero on Oct. 22 in the Don
Taft University Center Pit. The
area was plastered with town hall
meeting signs, deans serving ice

cream and students who were
excited to get their questions
answered. The town hall meeting
was not meant to intimidate
students, but to get to know the
president on a personal level.
Ferrero is the 5th president
of NSU and has served 11 years
thus far. He initiated his speech
by reassuring the students that

Sports

NSU "is in great shape, regardless
of the trials and tribulations this
country is going through." He
added that Fan term's undergraduate students have gone
up to 1,700 students and that
interaction between faculty and
students has improved since
last year's Gallup survey, which
found the main issue to be that
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Peter E. Murray, Ph.D., in his lab at NSU's College of Dental Medicine.
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Stem cell research IS a
controversial topic, but at NSU's
College of Dental Medicine,
Peter E. Murray, Ph.D., associate
professor of endodontics and

postgraduate research administrator, has found a way to regrow teeth using stem cells.
The team takes adult stem
cells from the NSU dental clinic
and other sources and attaches
them to cells from natural
teeth, which release chemicals

NEWS EDITOR
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ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ

that change stem cells into
teeth cells.
Kbayel Shardul Koppar,
a volunteer researcher on
Murray's team, said, "I think it is
phenomenal, and it will change
the dental field as we know it."
Right now, the team is using two
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At All

Joseph McLoughlin, P.A.-C, M.P.H.

A graduate from NSU's
College of Allied Health and
Nursing, Joseph McLoughlin,
PA.-C, M.P.H., has invented a
surgical device that will assist
surgeons in the removal of
patients' thyroids and other related procedures.
The device, Medical Atraumatic Thyroidectomy Retractor,
helps surgeons by pulling back
muscle tissue that would impede
visual interaction with the area
being operated on.
A certified physician's assistant, McLoughlin noticed the
need for a device that would
provide the surgeon with constant
clarity. "The areas that pose the
most risk during thyroidectomy
procedures are where the upper
thyroid pole vessels and the
superior and recurrent laryngeal
nerves are in close proximity,"
he said.
Although there are hand
retractors currently being used
in these procedures, they require frequent attention from
the assistant. This problem is
often solved by having two or
more assistants present in the
procedure, which results in a
crowded surgical · area. With
McLoughlin's new device, these
problems will be decreased.
Another revolutionary feature this device offers is that it
does not require an incision to
be made prior to its usage. The
MATR is placed over the area

SEE TOWN HALL 2
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SURGICAL DEVICE from 1

where the incision will be made
and because it is not bulky, it
will not obscure the physician's
visibility. The apparatus may also
be attached to other equipment

if needed.
It is expected that the device
will be available in 2010, but
McLoughlin is still processing
the patent for his invention.

To find out more specifics
about the apparatus and its patent,
visit www.faqs.org/patents/app/
20080294011.

TEETH from 1

different methods to regenerate after they have been knocked out. are more likely to 'get excited if
teeth. They are implanting the Another benefit will be the end of they can see the results."
stem cells in the gums next uncomfortable dentures, which
The research is being funded
to healthy teeth, and they are cannot chew food as well as by grants amounting to $1. 7
. growing the healthy teeth cells natural teeth. However, there has , million provided by organizations
in a dish. These two different been no research done to assess such as the National Institutes
processes allow for the growth of the ability of cloned teeth to chew of Health.
completely new teeth and for the food on their own. They have only
The team is working on the
repair of damaged teeth.
been tested in conjuncture with 'patent to make NSU the owner
"The goal is to target the other teeth. This is something the of the rights to this process,
needs of everyone and give them team hopes to address soon.
and it is hoped that it will be
natural teeth when theirs have
"We have academic free- ma4e available to the public
decayed," said Murray, who has dom[at NSU] to work on new, within the next decade to 50
been working on this project ,exciting projects that can benefit years after it passes Food and
since 1996.
the public," Murray said. "I think Drug Administration-approved
This development will al- the students are excited, too, clinical trials.
low teeth to be re-grown after and it is not easy to get students
root canals and be re-implanted ' excited about research, but they
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direct communication between students, such as why some visit students for questions."
staff and faculty was poor of the trolleys only shuttle to
In addition, questions reand needed improvement. He Rolling Hills Residence Halls. garding the new smoking policy
proceeded to encourage students Ferrero mentioned that NSU were being addressed. Ferrero
to take the Gallup survey starting will always be predominately wants to "create a culture of a
Mon., Oct. 26, stating "It is graduate students and students healthier university" by having
the only university in the U.S. living in Rolling Hills are the pharmacy school provide
doing this assessment at a 360 prohibited to park their cars on students with all types of help
degree leve1."
campus, therefore their effort is to getting on the right path. If
Throughout the meeting, a to provide them with as much those designated areas raise any
variety of concerns were ex- transportation as possible. For concerns or complaints, they will
pressed, most of which Ferrero other students, NSU is viewed as review them again.
was 'able to answer, but some not being very "student friendly."
As for parking, the frustration
were still to be determined, such Members of organizations and seems to live on. According to
as the issue with not being able clubs stated that they are tired of Ferrero, there is enough parking
to attend another university to having to fight the school to get available. In fact, we have more
attain credits over the summer money to pay for flyers and spots parking on campus than the city
while enrolled at NSU. Another for their events. Unfortunately, of Ft. Lauderdale. According
issue was the need for variety Ferrero mentioned that NSU has to studies, the fourth floor is
in the Don Taft U.C. food court. to charge to some extent because generally empty, proving that
Ferrero stated that these issues it is a not-for-profit university, students just do not like to walk.
have been raised several times therefore as a university it has to Parking is available; it is just not
and they will ', be looking into break even ever year to sustain where students want it.
it. As for the Don Taft U.C. itself. Ferrero promises to address
F or the most part, students
food court~s operation hours, the problem and see what can be were pleased to have this one-onone time with the president and
Ferrero claimed that if there is a done nonetheless.
demand to keep it open longer,
On a lighter note, some get their questions answered. Ben
they will increase hours and students praised NSU such as Choi, vice president oflegislation
work with the students based on Joseph DiazGranados, business of SGA and junior marine biotheir needs.
administration major, who claims logy student thought "that Ferrero
For those employed at NSU, he's "been to 7 different schools, was very honest and open with
the issue of tuition waivers was and this one is the best." His the NSU students and the meeting
brought to the surface by those main concern was that there is was very beneficia1."
working for Chartwells, the no dynamic interaction between
As for Kendall Ramsijewan,
company contracted to manage students and faculty. Faculty , vice president of judicial afUniversity Food Services. Stu- members are not walking around fairs for SGA and accounting
dents are concerned that NSU on campus and being seen. and leadership student, "The
will no longer offer to pay their Ferrero's response was that questions were direct and to the
tuition starting in the winter, but , faculty wants "you to reach out point and were needed to be
Ferrero reassured them that it to them. Nothing should prohibit asked. He answered them in an
is still subject to modification communication between you and honest, informative and participaas he is now getting input from your professors."
tive matter."
As for technology, Ferrero
other deans and presidents. As
When asked if Ferrero was
for international students, the says we should never be behind planning on doing this again
.issue of creating more jobs for and that the most advances in anytime soon, he said he plans
them so they can subsidize the technology are constantly being on doing this yearly. "It shows
-cost of tuition was addressed and made, such as improvements in me that you want to be more
Ferrero emphasized that we are WebCT. When DiazGranados engaged. If we can improve the
in a "difficult budget time." He ' was asked to comment on his university, the value of your
admits it is an issue and will look response, he was only "partially degree will improve."
into it and has been trying to get happy because Ferrero emphaFor more photos from
Fulbright to cover students for sized the improvement in tech- this event, check out our Flickr
four years rather than two years.
nology but more needs to be done stream at www.flickr.comlthe
The
school's
priorities regarding the interaction between current-'photos.
were also a concern for some faculty and students. They should
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Professor Angie Su Wins
Educator of the Year Award

3

Renowned Scholar is
Appointed as Chair

SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Angie Su, Ed. D., program
professor in the Fischler Graduate
School of Education and Human
Services at NSU, has recently
been awarded the title of Educator
of the Year.
The award was presented
to the professor by the Florida
Association of Mathematics and
Teacher Educators. Su was nominated by fellow educators at
universities throughout the state
of Fla. She teaches in the math
education program.
"I'm really honored by the
award because it is given by
educators across South Florida,"
said Suo "My colleagues nominated me and 1 am appreciative
of that."
The award is in recognition
of excellence in mathematics
education and in the area of
teaching, research, and service.
Su's involvement stretches
beyond the classroom because
she is also the creator and project
director for Project MIND, which
stands for math is not difficult.
The project is a mathematics
enhancement program funded by
the Annenberg Foundation, Topple Family Foundation, Quantum
Foundation, and the School
District of Palm Beach County.

VICTORIA HUNTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NSU recognized Neil Katz's,
Ph.D., 30 years of achievements
as a professor and other influential roles by announcing
that he will be the chair of the
Department of Conflict Analysis
and Resolution at NSU.
Katz is highly trained in
conflict analysis resolution and
was an influential professor at
Syracuse University. He is also
a Danforth Teaching Fellow, a
mediator, a consultant for leaderspip organizations and has
written 35 books, articles and
book chapters about conflict resolution analysis.
Katz has received many
honors for his teaching including
the Army Comptrollers Program
"The Best Professor Award"
and was also recognized with
the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Human Rights Award for his
long commitment to nonviolent
conflict resolution.
The DCAR Program is
offered in the Graduate School of
Humanities and Social Sciences.
The program includes a mixture
of students who are passionate
about the strength and value of
conflict analysis. This program

Angie Su, Ed. D.

Su has received recognition
for her involvement in Project
MIND as well with awards such
as the prestigious William T.
Dwyer Award for Excellence
in Teaching, National Science
Foundation's Presidential Awards
for Excellence in Mathematics
and Science Teaching and the
Women of Distinction Award.
"[Professor Su] is very good.
She was my professor for two

master's level courses online,"
said Evelyn Vicario, master's in
mathematics education student.
"I have not met her yet in person
because 1 take online courses,
only through e-mail, but when 1
e-mail her she is very helpful."
Su has also published teacher
training handbooks and numerous
journal articles.

Courtesy of www.nova.edu

Neil Katz, Ph.D.

offers study of the field and
how to improve relations with
nonviolent action. The mission of
the Ph.D. in Conflict Analysis and
Resolution at NSU is to advance
the study and pursue in-depth
study in the field.
To learn more about Katz
or NSU's DCAR Program, visit
http://shss.nova.edu/programs/
dcar/phddcar/index.htm.
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Nothing Trivial About
Their Performance
ISIS DARIOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Oct. 23, friends, family
and students alike gathered in
the Black Box Theatre of the
Performing and Visual Arts
Wing in the Don Taft University
Center to witness the opening
night performance of Oscar
Wilde's "The Importance of
Being Earnest: A Trivial Comedy
for Serious People." The play
was directed by NSU assistant
professor, Mark Duncan and
featured a 10-student cast. It was
divided into three acts with two
10-minute intermissions.
The play, set in London
in the late 1800s, is filled with
paradoxes, puns and biting wit
that keeps the audience laughing.
After opening night jitters wore
off, the play went on without
a hitch.
The set was appropriate and
functional, complete with old
fashioned upholstered couches
and chaise, and even a full
functioning swing, not to mention several cucumber sandwiches. Yet, it was the colorful,
vintage costumes that brought
the characters to life and captured the audience's attention.
All the Victorian-era garb and
pomp was represented, from the
classic broach to the extravagant hats.
"I liked that they had English accents. It was really interesting," said Federica Longo,
freshman communications major.

Jane Duncan served on the production team as a dialect coach to
the cast. Dramaturge and sound
designer, Nerissa Street, gathered
information about the play's
background. She commented that
NSU's performance version of
the play is slightly different
from the written play, but not
by much.
Stephanie and Faridy Sanz
came out to support their brother,
Jonathan Sanz, who plays Rev.
Chasuble. "It was funny," said
Stephanie Sanz, and her sister
agreed. When asked who their
favorite character was, one
sister liked Cecily and the other
preferred Gwendo1en, but no
word about their dear brother
the reverend!
The character Cecily seemed
to be a crowd pleaser since she
was also a favorite for Rachel
Velmont, senior dance major.
Those planning on attending
the performance can expect to
witness lots of laughing, eating,
and mirth. Also, plan to set aside
about two-and-a-halfhours to see
the performance in its entirety.
Anyone looking for a good laugh
and witty entertainment would
enjoy this play.
For more information about
performance dates and ticketing, log on to www.fcas.nova.
edu/performingarts/schedule _
premier.cfin.

RENT YOUR TEXTBOOKS!
In a bind? New and
used textbooks at
unbeatable prices!
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An Earnest Lecture about
"The Importance of
Being Ambiguous"
ISISDARIOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

FIU English professor and
guest lecturer, Michael Gillespie,
Ph.D., presented his lecture
titled "The Importance of Being
Ambiguous" in the Black Box
Theatre of the Performing and
Visual Arts Wing in the Don Taft
University Center on Oct. 21 .
The Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences and the South
Florida Irish Studies Consortium,
Inc., invited Gillespie to speak
about duality and ambiguity in
Oscar Wilde's popular play, "The
Importance of Being Earnest."
Gillespie has authored several
books including "Oscar Wilde
and the Poetics of Ambiguity,"
and also edited the Norton
Critical Editions of "The Picture
of Dorian Gray" and "The
Importance of Being Earnest."
From the very beginning of
the lecture, Gillespie stressed that
the play is open ended and allows
for audience interpretation. He
explained that "The Importance of Being Earnest" is a
combination of farce and seriousness. Gm~spie believes that it is
the play's ambiguity that makes
it an important work of art. Even
the subtitle ofthe play, "A Trivial
Comedy for Serious People,"
hints at its shiftiness. "If you

Michael Gillespie, Ph.D.

aren't reading it in a complex
fashion, you are misreading it,"
said Gillespie.
Gillespie asked the rhetorical question, "What is the importance of being earnest?" "The
title is more suggestive than it
seems at first," he said. He then
juxtaposed the personalities of the
five main characters in order to
establish their role in the play. As
with many of Wilde's characters,
most are blessed with a great
wit, yet cursed with blinding
self indulgence. "The play lends
itself to paradox," said Gillespie,
"because it turns the conventions
of the period on their head for
ridicule." Herein lays the dark
complexity of this play.
Carrie Gaskins, English
major, admited that she came
to the lecture as part of a class
assignment, but she left feeling

inspired, "I found it very informative. I haven't read it yet, but I
might go out and get the book to
read now."
"I thought it was very interesting," said Jaime Kautzmann,
freshman theatre major. "It gave
me a new perspective about
the beginning of the play."
Kautzmann will be playing
Merriman, a servant, in NSU's
production of the play.
For those who attended the
lecture and plan to be present
at NSU's production of "The
Importance of Being Earnest,"
Gillespie's insights served as a
fitting introduction to the play's
theme. To any student planning to attend the performance,
Gillespie advised that "it's far
more important to sustain a
sense of duality when seeing a
performance of 'The Importance
of Being Earnest. ",
NSU's production of "The
Importance of Being Earnest"
opened on Oct. 23 in the Black
Box Theatre, located in the
Performance and Visual Arts
Wing of the Don Taft University
Center and will run through
Nov. 1.
F or more information about
performance dates and ticketing, visit www.fcas.nova.edu!
p erformingarts / schedule_
premier.cfin.
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Events Calendar
Oct. 27 - Nov. 2
Tuesday, Oct. 27

-I

Lucky 13: Show Me The Money:
Keys to Financial Success

12 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Learn "smart steps" that you
can use to minimize debt and
manage your finances, including
strategic borrowing and effective
budgeting. This event will take
place in the Rosenthal Student
Center, Room 200. For more
information, please contact Katie
Gittleman at (954) 262-8558 or at
katielg@nova.edu.

Series of Classic Horror Movie
Matinees

CHELSEA SEINGIOUS
You don't want to miss these
creepy classics. Bring a friend
and enjoy. This event is free
and will take place on the 1st
Floor the Alvin Sherman Library
in Room 1017. Please call for
more information (954) 262-5477
for title.

,-

-

n

-

Frid~;,o~.W--J

NSU Employee Halloween
Celebration

Wednesday, Oct. 28

Workshop Wednesday - Cover
Letters and Resume that Work

12 p.m.-l p.m.
This event will take place in the
Office of Career Development
4th floor of Alvin Sherman
Library. For more information,
please contact Dafren Cadet.
Gay Straight Student Alliance
12 p.m.-l p.m.
Watch a movie every the last
Wednesday of the month with
free food provided. The movie "L
Word" will be playing this week
in Rosenthal room 218.
Thursday, Oct. 29

NSU employees are welcomed
to the Flight Deck to win prizes
for furuiiest, scariest, and most
creative best group costumes. For
more information, contact the
Office of Public Affairs.
Series of Classic Horror Movie
Matinees

5 p.m.-8 p.m.
You don't want to miss these
creepy classics. Bring a friend
and enjoy. This event is free
and will take place on the 1st
Floor the Alvin Sherman Library
in Room 10 17. Please call for
more information (954) 262-5477
for title.
Saturday, Oct. 31

-]

Sea Thursday: Pumpkin
Painting Contest

11 a.m.-l p.m.
This event will take place in
the Don Taft University Center Atrium.
Washington Internship
Program: Information Session

12 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
The Washingtion Internship Program is a combination of work
and study that places college
students and graduates in toplevel internships in our nation's
capital. Please RSVP at www.
nova.edulcareershark if you
would like to attend this event.
All majors are welcome! Please
feel free to call the Office of
Career Development at (954)
262-720 I for more information.

VISUAL DESIGN ASSISTANT/
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The career fair was not
the only attraction in the Carl
DeSantis Building last Wed.,
Oct. 21. A room full of students
from undergraduates to graduates
attended the "Get Your Fins Wet
Through Internships" workshop,
presented by the Career Development office. Diane Klein, the
assistant director of internships,
led the hour-long informational.
session that was packed with great
pointers about how to obtain the
perfect internship in your field.
Klein's presentation covered
the internship search process,
writing effective cover letters
and resumes, networking, interviewing tips and much more.
Throughout the hour, she stressed
the importance of hard work
that goes into securing a good
position by emphasizing that
the market for internships "can
be as competitive, if not more
competitive than getting a fulltime job."
Employers who are hiring
are looking for pe6p with
experience, and interning can
give potential employees the
edge over other applicants.
Klein supported this statement
by presenting a statistic from the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers, which affirmed
that only 19% of graduating
seniors last year had jobs upon
graduation, and nine out of 10
who received those jobs had
previous internship experience.
Internships help students
enhance their university experience by providing the window
to apply classroom lessons to
. real life situations. They supply

le

Series of Classic Horror Movie
Matinees

Place an advertisement in The Current.
Internal Administration receives
a special discount.
For more information, please contact us at
thecurrentad@nova edu or (954) 282· 8481.
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Diane Klein speaks at Workshop Wednesday.

a wealth of information and
hands-on experience for students
to learn about their desired career
field. Interns can expect to leave
their experience with a newfound
set of skills relevant to their area
of interest if they spend time
researching and applying for the
right internships.
Internships are available as
paid or unpaid positions. With
the economy in a slump, many
internships being offered are
unpaid but can, however, offer
academic credit. Klein recommended that students keep portfolios of their work and projects
during internships, as well as a
weekly reflection journal. While
this may be required for internships offering academic credits, it
is an important part of the process
for anyone interning.
One of the recurring themes
in Klein's presentation was the
importance of networking. Internships allow students to begin
building a network for future job
opportunities. An essential tool
in making connections is the use
of personal business cards. Klein
encouraged all students to have
business cards made, regardless
of whether they are employed
or unemployed. She said that
companies, such as Office Depot

and Staples, often offer up to 40
free printed cards.
As a student, .your business
card should list your name,
the university you attend, your
area of study, your anticipated
graduation date, and your contact
information, such as a phone
number or email address. She recommends students keep business
cards with them, and after meeting
new contacts, they can exchange
cards and maintain contact.
Klein said, "That's how
people are getting jobs and
internships today: by having
as many contacts as possible."
Contacts can also be made by
joining a student or professional
organization in your field, and
also by utilizing your already
established relationships with
friends and family,
"She really encouraged students to go to her and find
more information," said Ludnie
Jacques, junior biology major.
"I didn't know about the mock
interviews or the importance of
business cards."
Fredi Arthur, graduate accounting major, said he came
"to obtain additional knowledge
about internships available."
Students seemed pleased
with their experience at the
workshop. Many approached
Klein after her presentation to
ask further questions and get
contact information to schedule
appointments.
For more information on
internships or to contact the
Office of Career Development,
call (954) 262-7201. Their
offices are on the 4th Floor of the
Alvin Sherman Library and in
room 3098 in the Carl DeSantis
Building. To visit their Web site,
go to www.nova.edulcareer.

Business Career Fair Has
a Great Turnout

1 p.m.-4 p.m.
You don't want to miss these
creepy classics. Bring a friend
and enjoy. This event is free
and will take place on the 1st
Floor the Alvin Sherman Library
in Room 10 17. Please call for
more information (954) 262-5477
for title.

5

Students Learn How
to "Get Their Fins Wet
Through Internships"

3 p.m.-5 p.m.

4p.m.
[
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SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN·CHIEF

On Oct. 21, students interested in positions in accounting,
finance, marketing, advertising
and other business-related areas
flocked to the Carl DeSantis
Building for the Business Career Fair. Applicants included
students as well as members of
the community who were dressed
in business attire hoping to make
a good impression.
''I'm looking towards something in sales and customer
service." said Janeira Wright
master's of business student
[i-om \Vest Palm Beach. "So 1"11
'.:rv nterested n some ()f the
'pk1v<:r.;; '1ere l~ke W'tig"ee 1s

"It's a great set up," said
Edson O'Neale, master of science
and leadership student. "But, for
me, the employers are not the
type of employers I would seek a
, job from."
Fayona Salmon, the assistant director of employee relations for the Office of Career
Development gave some insight
into the event. "The Business
Fair is a more targeted career fair
that is catered to the Huizenga
School of Business and its
students," said Salmon. "The
Office of Career Development
plans to have more targeted
fairs for students in the future
but we hawn '( decidecl what or
10\V mal'V
r ·,.mp:mies
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Walgreens, Mass Mutual Financial Group, MetLife and more.
The Alvin Sherman Library
staff was also present and shared
the fact that they also have a great
deal of resources for students to
use in their job searches. "I feel
very strongly that we need to
help people find jobs," said Nora
Quinlan, director .of reference at
the Alvin Sherman Library.
"I think the [Offic e of
Career Development] is reaching
out to business students because
we are the ones who use their
services the most," said Octavio
Ramirez, a recent alumnus or"
N SO who eamed a master's iI'
bus!n\.:ss admtn 'iratJ0n L'erret
well-p.ur I' e ~ t',.-'n··
"It -vas
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A "GHOULS'" GUIDE TO FINDING

THE PERFECT HALLOWEEN COSTUME
ASHLEY ALLRED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Halloween is right around
the comer. It is the one day each

year when everyone and anyone
can dress up like freaks and not
have to worry about being called
one. On this one day, you can
be anything you want; whether

it is the standard witches, devils
and vampires or something more
creative, like your favorite movie
character. The only rule is that
there are no rules.

Some people start planning
their costumes months in advance,
but if you are waiting until the last
minute, here are some ideas that
should help you out, so you do

not end up wrapping yourself in
toilet paper and calling yourself
a mummy.

POPULAR COSTUMES

.'
Q

~

5. Christmas

4. Ghostbusters

3. The Obama Family

2. Alice in Wonderland

1. Michael Jackson

From Santa Claus and his helpers
to toy soldiers, it looks like
Christmas has come early
this year.

Have no fear of ghosts, and with
a team of Ghostbusters around,
you will never forget whom
to call

Whether it is Barack or Michelle,
with these masks you can take
charge and start making some
decisions, even if it is only
which party to attend.

In preparation for the upcoming
remake of the classic film, it
looks like we're all going to fall
down the rabbit hole.

Whether it is "Thriller," "Bad,"
or "Billie Jean," the "King of
Pop" walks again, if only for
one night.

BIZARRE COSTUMES
,'4 '

,t
1, Vegetables

2. Magazine Covers

5. Toothbrush and Toothpaste

4. Bruno

3. Jon and Kate Plus 8

Show everyone just how much
you love your pearly whites with
these quirky costumes.

This is a prime example of just
how far some people go on
Halloween. Nothing is off limits.

While having one kid might
be scary enough for some of
us, just imagine having eight!
Now is your chance to portray
the monsters at the head of
the pack. There may only be a
costume for Kate, but you can
become Jon. by donning a smug
attitude and tons of Ed Hardy
clothing.

Here is your chance to be your
own controversial celebrity with .
a tell-all cover story.

Make your parents proud and
show them just how much you
love your vegetables by dressing
like one. Who said carrots do
not like a good party?

If none of these costumes
is for you, or they seem a bit out
of your limited college student
budget, have no fear: There are
some alternatives. Check out the
accessory aisles at your local party
story, and you will be surprised
what you can put together with

just a little money. Pair some
cute kitten ears and a tail with
that cute black dress hanging in
your closet, or grab a scary mask
and let that be the costume.
You could always grab a
bunch of your friends and trade
your costumes from last year.

Just change it up a bit, make it
your own and no one will have a
clue that it is a repeat. They will
probably be mad they did not
think of it first.
If you prefer the more
hands-on approach, head to the
nearest thrift store. Scour the

racks; there are some treasures
to be found. Check out the dress
section for some awesome 1980s
garb, or dig through the tons of
crazy tropical shirts and straw
hats and transform yourself into
a typical tourist.
The possibilIties are end-

less. All you need is a little
creativity and you are on your
way to doing the "Monster Mash"
until sunrise.
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1. Stop by Harrison Street (east
ofUS-l,just south of Hollywood
Blvd.) this Halloween. The
whole block gets in the spirit
and participates in the Halloween festivities, so relive your
childhood memories and go trick
or treating once again. Caution:
Any house unwilling to participate in Halloween-decorating
festivities will be egged.

2. As www.moonfest.org claims,
Moonfest is a free street party
with live bands, a haunted house,
street performers, circus acts,
rides and games on Clematis
Street in downtown West Palm
Beach. A $1,000 prize for best
costume will also be awarded at
midnight. Vl.P. tickets are $30 in
advance and $35 at the door. Be
sure to visit the Web site for more
information.
3. For a low-key night, go see
Saw VI or Paranormal Activity,
a suspenseful documentary about
a couple living in a house that
is supposedly haunted. They are
sure to keep you spooked for the
rest of the night or the following week.

1989 at the Planetarium & Space
Gallery from 9 p:m.-12 a.m.,
on Oct. 31. The address is 3280
South Miami Avenue, Coconut
Grove.
5. The Wicked Manors Halloween Block Party hosts it 3rd
annual event this year on "Main
Street" in Wilton Manors on
Wilton Drive. If you are a fan of
Alice in Wonderland, this year's
theme is "A Trip Down the Rabbit
Hole." It promises a "night full
of treats, AND TRICKS!"

Saturdays Halloween Party.
The event is free before 12:00
a.m. and everyone must RSVP.
To RSVP and get directions,
visit
http://miami.going.com/
event-6663 79 ;3rd_Annual
Halloween_Party.

www.nsucurrent.com
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tickets and directions, VISIt
www.southfloridafair.com/
frightnights08/ .
9. If you are looking for something a little less frightening, head
down to CoCo Walk in Coconut
Grove for their annual Halloween

8. West Palm Beach's Fright
Nights is back and is sure to
spook everyone. Events
happening now through
the 31st from 6 p.m.-II
p.m. on Thurs. and
6 p.m.-midnight
Fri. and Sat.

V..~. . .

concert and block party. Don your
best disguise and mingle with
other spirited South Floridians.
The event begins at 6 p.m. and
will go on into the "wee hours of
the morning." Vendors serving
food and drinks will be there.
For more information on ticket
pricing and to get directions, visit
www.bestofsouthfi.net.

6. Miami Seaquarium's "Buried
Alive," is definitely no event for
the faint of heart where "guests
will enter into the darkness,
where screams wait around
every crypt and tomb," as they
envision their own funeral.
After 5:00 p.m., admission
price for the Nighttime Bash
is only $24;95. Visit www.
miamiseaquarium.com
for
more information on Monster
Splash 2009.
7. The Gulfstream
Track and Casino will
hosting

4. Fright Night 80s
Dance at the Planetarium. Party like it's

NOW

HIRING!

Wants YOUl
We are looking for fun, energetic people
who want to work as a team to provide
unbelievable service everyday,

Industry experience not a
must, but first rate people skills are!
We will train the right person.

Please call 954.262.5302
for more information
or to schedule an interview.
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Women's Volleyball Secures Gripping
Victory on the Road
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The NSU women's volleyball team claimed a crucial fiveset victory over Sunshine State
Conference rivals the Eckerd
Tritons on Oct, 23.
The Sharks raced out to an
early ' two-set lead and looked
likely to claim the all-important
third. However, the Tritons
stormed back into the encounter
and pushed NSU all the way to
a gripping five sets. The Sharks
were able to regroup and hang
on for what was an important inconference victory.
NSU exploded out of the
traps as they took an early lead in
the first set and managed to hold
on for an opening set victory 2522. The second set was much of

the same as the Sharks showed
determination and fighting spirit
to secure a crucial 25-23 success.
The Sharks looked on
course for a third-set victory as
they led the Tritons 22-17, three
points away from claiming the
match. The Tritons rallied and
clawed their way back into the
match winning nine out of a
possible 11 points to clinch the
third set 26-24.
Buoyed by their comeback
in the third, the Tritons took their
momentum into the fourth set as
they cruised to a 25-18 victory
and set up a deciding fifth set.
The Sharks found themselves staring defeat in the face as
they were down 13-10 in the fifth.
In true Sharks' style, NSU battled
back into the set to lead 14-13.
At the third time of asking, NSU

clinched the all important match
point to claim an 18-16 victory
over the Tritons.
Junior Lucia Cizmarova
was the offensive benchmark for
the Sharks as she posted figures of
17 kills, five aces and three digs.
Junior Taylor Pohlman closely
followed with 16 kills with senior
Jenerra McGruder contributing
with 15 and freshman Carly
Perschnick added another 14
kills. Senior Valia Petrova posted
a season high 55 assists, five kills
and 17 digs with junior Kathleen
Yony contributing 17 digs.
The crucial victory moves
the Sharks to an overall season
record of 14-8 and 5-4 in SSC
play. NSU will take on Tampa in
their next encounter on Oct, 25.

Courtesy of Sports Information

Women's volleyball in contention at the Don Taft University Center.
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Women's Soccer
Men's Soccer Endures Tough
Suffers TQugh Loss
Week -at Home and Away
on the Road

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

«

TheNSU men's soccer team
dropped their fourth Sunshine
State Conference match on Oct. '
17, as they went down 2-0 to
.rivals Florida Tech Panthers.
In a must-win match for
both teams, two late Panther
goals separated the two teams
after the Sharks dominated most
of the proceedings.
The Sharks began brightly
in the first half as they looked to
hit the Panthers on the counter
attack. The first real chance of
the match fell to senior Romain
Onteniente who blasted in a free
kick from the right side only for
the goalkeeper to narrowly tip the
ball over the crossbar.
After holding a territorial
advantage for much of the half,
the best chance of the half fell to
senior Nate Dunbar. After finding
room for himself inside the
penalty box, Dunbar unleashed
a left-footed drive that cannoned
back off the crossbar and the
Panthers cleared the ball. The
Sharks outshot their opponents
10 to four, nullifying the Panther
attack in the process and limiting
them to no shots on target in the
opening period.
The second half followed
the first as the Sharks dominated proceedings as they created
numerous goal-scoring opportunities. The pick of the bunch in
the second half fell to junior Aly
Hassan who was played in by the
midfield only to tamely fire his
shot straight at the goalkeeper.
The game turned on its
head in the 86th minute as the
Panthers counter attacked the
Sharks' backline. Freshman Lyle
Howe was called into action for
the first time in the match, and
he produced a great save only
for the rebound to fall back to the
Panthers' offense who stroked the
ball home.
Within a minute of losing
the lead, the Sharks came even
closer to scoring as Onteniente
picked the ball up on the edge of
the box and blasted in a shot that
would ricochet off the inside of
the post and away from danger.
Florida Tech made sure
of the result with three seconds

. courtesy of Sports Information

Romain Onteniente with the Sharks' only goal.

remaining on the clock as they avenge their dismal first half
tapped in a second with the game display.
practically over.
The opening exchanges of
The Sharks outshot the the second half proved to be more
Panthers 22-14 but couldn't make positive for NSU as they took
their advantage count as they the game to Tampa. The Sharks
failed to break the deadlock.
had numerous half chances that
The Sharks followed uP . could have reduced the deficit.
their defeat to the Panthers Onteniente gave NSU a lifeline
with a devastating loss to the as his low drive from 20 yards
#9 nationally ranked Tampa found the back of the net.
University by a score-line of 6-1
The Sharks continued to
on Oct, 21.
press and looked to have a second
With the loss NSU moved goal after good work from Hassan
. to an overall season ranking of 7- and Gonzalez set up Onteniente,
9 with an in-conference ranking but the senior forward blasted
of 2-5 as their hopes of post- his strike over the bar from 12
season play hang in the balance.
yards.
A slow start by the Sharks
The momentum behind the
was to blame and they soon found Sharks' offense was soon taken
themselves on the defensive as away as the Spartans struck again
the Spartans looked bright in the on the counter attack to make the
early stages. Tampa's obvious game 4-1.
pressure soon prevailed as they
Senior David Wahlberg
took the lead inside 15 minutes crossed the ball into the box
as slack defending allowed the moments later only for Hassan's
Spartan offense to blast the ball shot to be superbly saved by the
home. The Sharks didn't have Tampa goalkeeper.
As the . Sharks pushed for
time to respond, and they were
soon further behind as two goals, their defensive shape beminutes later the Spartans were . came stretched and the Spartans
ruthless in front of goal after added insult to injury late in the
again slack play by the Sharks. game with two more strikes.
NSU now faces a crucial
The night soon went from bad to
worse when in the 30th minute battle at home hosting st. Leo
a swift Spartan counter attack on Oct. 24, as the game will be
resulted in a calm finish as Tampa a straight knl'lckout to see which
team makes it to the conference
led 3-0 going into the half.
Not for the first time this play offs.
season, a spirited Sharks' team
took the field as they looked to

Courtesy of Sports Information

.coach Goodrich looks on as the Sharks look to secure their postseaSon spot.

CRAIG HEENIGHAN

Florida Tech applied a lot
of early pressure in the second
The NSU women's soccer period but the Sharks' defense
team lost on the road to # 14 stood resolute. The Sharks gave
nationally ranked Florida Tech . themselves a lifeline in the 66th
going down by a score of 3-1 on minute when tireless play from
Oct. 17.
freshman Aubrey Fondy paid off
The game was the Sharks' as she bundled the ball home to
second straight encounter with a make the game 2-1.
nationally ranked team, and for
The Sharks enjoyed some
parts of the game, NSU more success after the goal as they
than held their own.
looked for the elusive equalizer.
After an evenly matched However, the Sharks' lifeline
opening, Florida Te·ch began ran out when in the 77th minute
to pile on the pressure and they Florida Tech scored the all
made their advantage count as important third goal to put the
they took the lead in the 27th game beyond the reach of NSU.
minute. Still shocked by going The game played out to an antidown a goal, the Sharks soon climatic finish as neither side
found themselves further behind looked like scoring after the
when just three minutes later the Panthers' third goal.
Panthers doubled their lead after
The Sharks now move to
some neat play on the edge of an overall season record of 6-51 and 3-3-1 in the Sunshine State
the box.
The Sharks weathered the Conference as they take on St.
stonn and saw out the half with Leo in their final home match
the score at 2-0, and they still of the regular season in their
found themselves very much next outing.
in the game heading into the
second half.
SPORTS EDITOR

Are you a communication studies major? Are you considering
a career in journalism? Then come gain some hands-on
experience at The Current!
If you would like to write for The Current, please contact us at
nsunews@nova.edu to set up an appointment.
c-
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ttWild Things;' You Mal{e
My Heart Sing
JUAN GALLO

not think could be believable as
a sweet, lovable and charming
monster named Carol.
In this case, what the film
does and what the actors do is
allow you ·to understand where
each character is. coming from.
In the beginning of the movie,
we see Max in the real world
and what life is like for him. You
understand why he is creating
these imaginary ~orlds with
fictitious interactions. Then, you
are taken to the land of the wild,
,where you meet these creatures
and you see who they are. They
are very insecure and in a way,
they portray a lot of our innermost
fears and uncertainties.
Jonze and his crew also did
a superb job in finding a location
that was suitable for this story.
The woods, the mountains, the
desert and the ocean each play
,an important role as vital as any
other character with lines and
emotional expression. Equally
important in the narrative of the
film is the score created by Karen
O. of the Yeah Yeah Yeah's. Her
music sets up the tone of the
scene beautifully and ignites each
frame with emotion.
I was excited for this film
when I saw the first trailer for
it. I had high expectations and
it exceeded every single one of
them. "Where the Wild Things
Are" was funny, sad, scary,
exciting, thrilling, heartfelt and
so much more. It is a great film
for children and adults alike.

DeliaVentura's

PIZZERIA
Ea1: In) Take Ou1:) and t>efiver~

954.791.6077
S,",ark t:riendl~ ~ood Made -to order:
Once ~ou -tr~ i-t , ~ou're ,",ooked'
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Why Abide the La""
When the Systent
is Broken?

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

After many years kept on
bookshelves and regarded as one
of the most beloved children's
books of all-time, Maurice
Sendak's "Where the Wild Things
Are" has finally come to life.
Spike Jonze makes his third
directorial crusade after previously directing 2002 's "Adaptation" and 1999's "Being John
Malkovich." "Where the Wild
Things .Are" also features an incredibly captivating and fun. I
amazing cast including James know that if! had a child, I would
Gandolfini, Paul Dano, Mark definitely love to share this movie
Ruffalo, Catherine Keener and with him/her.
the young but talented, Max
I enjoyed everything about
this movie. First, Jonze, who
Records.
The first thing that people already has received a lot of praise
want to know before seeing this for his last two films, continues
movie is, how do you make a to set himself apart as one of the
movie out of a book that is 10- most visionary and most creative
sentences long? This was the filmmakers around. He has
challenge set before director created a story that has enhanced
Jonze and writer Dave Eggers. Sendak's tale by infusing it with
For those who do not know, the rich emotion and plenty of heart.
film revolves around a child,
The vision that he brought
Max, who has a very vivid to the screen, particularly the
imagination and lashes out at his decision to make the "wild
mother when he does not get the things" as actual costumes rather
attention he wants. This causes than full CGI, and also the
him to run away for a little while. choice to make the faces CGI
During this time, he allows his rather than animatronic, were
imagination to take him to an perfect and critical for displaying
incredible world where he meets the magic and wonder of the
the "wild things" and sets out on story. His execution and vision
the adventure of a lifetime.
made the "wild things" seem
Personally, there was nothing . flawlessly realistic. All of their
I didn't like about this film. gestlJres, their mannerisms, their
However, I have heard criticism expressions and their movements
that the movie is not "kid- combine with great voice-overs
friendly." While I have yet to hear from seasoned actors to create
that from a child, I disagree. Sure, creatures that are figments of a
there are themes in the movie boy's imagination but could just
that are easier to understand for as well be figments of our own
adults, especially when digging dreams and thoughts.
under the surface to uncover the
Every "wild thing" has its
meaning of things and the overall own personality and its own
message of the film. However, feelings and emotions. The
the film is extremely funny, actors filling these roles do a
with lovable and memorable tremendousjob breathing life into
characters, beautiful scenery, these characters, most notably
an outstanding score, and "wild Gandolfini- Tony Soprano himthings" that run around and are self - who you probably would
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Nick Rice (Jamie Foxx, right) orders Clyde Shelton (Gerard Butler, center) to stop
killing people.

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

The system is broken. That
is the message "Law Abiding
Citizen," the newest feature by
director F. Gary Gray, tries to
communicate. Gerard Butler
plays Clyde Shelton, a man whose
wife and daughter are murdered.
The district attorney, Nick Rice,
played by Jamie Foxx, makes a
deal with one of the men involved
in the murders in exchange for his
testimony against his accomplice.
The accomplice gets sent to death
row, and the rat goes to prison
for three years. "Some justice is
better than no justice," Foxx's
character says.
Ten years pass, and it is the
day ofthe accomplice's execution.
While everyone watches, the man
dies a painful death. Clyde then
goes after the other man involved
in his family'S murder. When the
man is found murdered, Clyde is
sent to prison. However, he still
manages to kill people he believes
are responsible for allowing the
man to walk away. How does he
do this from his prison cell? Well,
I cannot tell you that; you have to
go watch the movie to find out.
As he goes after each person

and in his interaction with Nick,
Clyde remains a charming, smart,
laid back man. Foxx is left in the
second plane, while Butler shines
as the "law abiding citizen" who
wants justice for what was done
to his family.
The film is 108 minutes long,
but it is very fast paced and the
action starts within five minutes
of the movie. Clyde's dialogue
provides the comic relief, as he
bosses Nick around and pushes
the system as far as he can to
prove his point.
However, as the movie goes
along you find yourself, as one of
my companions said, "rooting for
the bad guy," even though it is not
always clear who that "bad guy"
is. Yes, Butler's character goes
around killing people, but Foxx's
character seems to care more
about his high conviction record
than anything else. That is one of
the things that make this movie
worth watching; you are forced
to reevaluate what constitutes
good and evil.
Whomever you find yourself
rooting for, in the end you realize
that the legal system is not perfect
and that sometimes guilty people
walk free while innocent people
are killed.
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YES! NSU HAS ITS OWN RADIO STATION!!!
DID YOU KNOW THAT IT BROADCASTS LIVE FROM 7PM - lAM EVERY
NIGHT?!
TUNE IN TONIGHT ON

88.5

FM OR LISTEN ONLINE AT

WWW.LIVE36S/STATIONS/WNSUll

NSU STUDENTS:
Receive 25% off on Wednesdays!
All other days 10%
r:ree pb.:z.a wi-th -the

pun~hase

Off.
o.f: a pi-z..-z..a

(Sa-turda~s o"I~') .

4120 SW 64Th Avenue
Davie, FL 33314
Monday-Thursday: 11 a.m.-1O p .rn.
Friday-Saturday: 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sundays: 12 p.m.-B p.m.

P'

RADIO X ALSO DJs EVENTS AND PARTIES ON CAMPUS AND OFF CAMPUS!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, STUDENT

OJs, TICKETS,

GIVEAWAYS AND GREAT MUSIC CALL OR EMAIL!!!
RADIO X ALSO OFFERS ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FORM OF
UNDERWRITING TO LOCAL BUSINESSES!!!
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.NOVA.EDU/RADIOX!!!
REQUEST LINE: 954-262-8460
BUSINESS LINE: 954-262-8457
WWW.NOVA.EDU/RADIOX
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Site of the Week:
HalloweenlOl.com

WELCO ME TO HALLOWEEN 101
Halloween Onlme
Pumpkin Carving

There's no need to pull your hair out looking for Halloween related
information anymore· Halloween 101 has the answers!

rol

Halloween c.ostum¢' Party
Halloween Pictures
Courtesy of www.thaifilmjou rna l.blogspotcom

Tony Jaa brings even elephants to submission in "Ong-Bak 2."

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

"(

www.nsucurrent.com

When it comes to martial arts
and the passing of the "kickingass" torch, Tony Jaa is proving
that he is taking it in stride. In
fact, with "Ong Bak 2," the
prequel, to 2003 's "Ong Bak," Jaa
is in a full sprint to widen the gap
between him and his competition.
"Ong Bilk 2" is a great example
that when a decent storyline is
combined with unparalleled,
mind-boggling martial arts, the
result is a fantastic cinematic ride
filled with jump-out-of-your-seat
and proclaim, "Did you just see
that?" thrills.
Set in ancient Thailand,
"Onk Bak 2" follows a boy, Tien,
who is the son of a powerful
political figure at the time. When
his parents are brutally murdered,
Tien escapes with the help of a
soldier who must soon leave him
to fend for himself. After being
found by an infamous band of
rebels and warriors, Tien is taught
all their "ways" and soon becomes
the most decorated warrior in the
clan. He then decides it is time
for revenge.
While the storyline IS
enough to remain relevant and
inspire some sort of emotional
involvement, it is no secret
.that no one is paying to see this
movie for its in-depth character
development or its depiction
of political or social issues.
You pay to see a movie like
this for lightning-speed kicks,
to see the human body used to
its maximum pain-inflicting
potential and to see what new
ways of breaking a radius or an
ulna, or both, have been invented.
This film delivers on every level
of these testosterone-induced
expectations.
I cannot imagine that it is
very hard to make a film like
this when you have talent like
Tony Jaa as your main attraction.
This guy is like Lebron James, if
James took on 10 teams - at the
same time - by himself. Tony
Jaa literally, single-handedly,
destroys small villages whose
ruling tyrants send waves and
waves of goons to defeat him. Of
course, he does this all to free the
oppressed and enslaved.
'aas personality and power
-(I'
('If ~nakes you wondcrhat
,~ the L'. 'S shoule \..l l1siLer
'l_", Itll~ Tda "nd 'ust "",'ll'lr!!
'0 £1',<, llc",'1"
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probably defeat all of Al-Quaeda,
find Bin Laden, beat him into
submission and drag him into an
American prison on an elephant,
all before dinner.
Joking aside, Tony Jaa is
more than impressive with his
mastery of the Muay-Thai martial
arts and the fearless way he
submits himselfto all of his stunts
without any wires, stunt doubles
or special effects. While the actor
and director make it seem fluid
and effortless, it is probable that
much practice and rehearsal went
into the choreography of such
intricate and fast-paced action
sequences.
The scenery is beautiful,
filmed amidst the jungles of
Thailand. The director also
makes it known through several
interesting camera angles and
filming techniques that while this
film is shot far·from Hollywood, it
is still high-quality film making.
"Ong Bak 2" is an instant
classic in its geme. It brings
to mind comparisons to other
greats in its realm like Bruce
Lee's "Enter the Dragon," Jet
Li's "Twin Warriors" and Jackie
Chan's "The Legend of Drunken
Master," all films that captured
some of the greatest martial
artists of all-time at their prime.
Especially interesting, is a scene
in "Ong-Bak 2" in which Tien
must ascend a structure while
facing many foes at each level;
it immediately reminded me of
Bruce Lee's "Game of Death,"
which of course was shot back
into the world of pop culture by
Quentin Tarantino's homage in
"Kill Bill: Vol. 1."
While "Ong-Bak 2" takes
advantage of advances in cinema
by filming with high-resolution
cameras, which capture the action
in beautiful, crisp clarity, it also
maintains a sense of nostalgia and
appreciation for the "old school"
in its simplistic approach.
This movie is a hell of a
ride. It is filled with action that
is highly unmatched and will
be hard to duplicate even as
technological insight increases
and Hollywood continues to rely
on special effects to bring in the
big bucks. This movie serves as a
much-needed reminder that great
movies. even action movies. do
not need fancy green screens.
over-lhe-top
explosions
or
hundred-million do lar QUl'gets to
1:1<: exac+, wilat 1n aet01l iI'~'v e
houk 'e \lIC~l';':;1

Adutt Halloween Costumes
Hallpween ReCIPes

Halloween has always been our favorite holiday and sin ce 1996,
Halloween Online and its fam ily of more than thirt y dedicated
Halloween websites. have provided millions of people with
information, instruction and entertainment for this wonderful and
spooky holiday.
Since its inception, the Halloween Online Family of Web sites has
been and continues to be the Internet's leader and largest
resource fo r high quality and original Halloween info rmati on. Every
website listed on this website are part of the Halloween Online family. and just about ever article was written by us.
Courtesy of www.halloweenl01.com

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

As Halloween approaches,
people become concerned with
what costumes to wear, how to
decorate and what to do. As you
find yourselflooking for answers,
I recommend you to tum to
halloween 10 l .com.
The Web site provides
links to help with everything
Halloween-related, from pumpkin
carving, adult costumes and kids'

costumes, to Halloween recipes,
games, trivia, decorations, music
and stories. As you browse the
site, you will also find tips on
how to take pictures specifically
on that night.
One of the most helpful
categories on the site is "101
Halloween Ideas." There you will
find tips that range from how to
throw the scariest Halloween party
to how to keep the kids safe.
"Use a plastic cauldron
partially filled with hot water,

and then add some dry ice and
a glow stick to create an eerie
centerpiece for your table. Be
careful handling the dry ice! It
can burn skin very easily," reads
tip number 25.
The Web site also provides
you with links where you may buy
these decorations and costumes,
in case you do not find them in
the nearest Halloween store.
Whatever you decide to do
this Halloween, halloween101.com
should help.

Sto,ry,Line Gannot Save

liThe Stepfather"
LAUREN AURIGEMMA
CHIEF OF VISUAL DESIGN/
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"The Stepfather" is a
remake of the 1987 suspense
thriller of the same name starring
Dylan Walsh, Sela Ward and
Penn Badgley. Although I did not
see the original version, I was not
blown away by this remake.
The movie focuses on
Michael Harding (Badgley) and
how he returns from military
school to find his mother, Susan
(Ward), engaged to David Harris
(Walsh), a man she has only
known for six months and who has
moved into his home. From the
beginning, Harding is skeptical
of Harris, but accepts him for his
mother's happiness. However,
Harris' behavior becomes bizarre,
and Harding begins to suspect
that there is something wrong
with the situation.
As far as the movie goes,
the story line was dragged out
to fit the one hour and 41 minute
run time, making the film seem
watered down and extremely
repetitive. There are only so
many suspicious circumstances
that a director can show before
the audience gets bored. There
was C10 real suspense to the film
either t)eC:.lLlse yOU find out t1-]at
rhe ept \thl r IS ,1 kl.le a 1(, h ~
,\,,\)' rd['
,vle
e
~~rle

Dylan \\'abh plavs Dm'id Harris in ''The S:epbther.·'

story line. the actors did a fairly
good job with their characters. [
tmly believed :;':1t Walsh was tJl<:
psychotic Da,id BaJTis. Badide~
,11~o broke- "way fn'l'" h~ "C(""I)
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on the show, in the scenes. The
acting ,vasn't over-the-top. bUl
1t zrd(',bed my attention and kepI
'1110' interested
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Love in the City That Never Sleeps
JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

"New York, I Love You"
is an indie film. Actually, it is
an anthology of short films that
all take place in New York City
and all have one commonality
between them: love. It is a followup to 2006's "Paris, Je taime" or
"Paris, I Love You," a similar
movie in the series. Along with its
unique design, the film features a
melting pot of Hollywood actors
and directors to tell the love
stories that can only be seen in
this eclectic city.
It really is many movies in
one, like a "Chicken Soup for the
Soul" style of storytelling. With
so many stories and so many
different perspectives, love is
presented in many different ways
throughout the film. At times,
it is new and fresh, and at other
times it is love that has endured
and is comfortable. Sometimes,
it is individuals surviving in the
city who are looking for love
or couples who are looking to
rekindle their love. NYC is the
city of dreams, and these are the
stories that have been painted
like graffiti upon its walls and its
streets.
The incredible names attached to this film could fill up
an entire page, but I will tell you
some of them anyway: Orlando
Bloom, Natalie Portman, Bradley
Cooper, James Caan, Cloris
Leachman,
Christina Ricci,
Jacinda Barrett, Shia LaBeouf,
Ethan Hawke, Rachel Bilson,
Hayden Christensen, Robin
Wright-Penn, Anton Yelchin and
many more. As in "Paris, Je
Taime," the cast breaks off into

their particular stories.
While I have told you that the
overall theme of this film is love,
it is the unique interpretation
of this abstract feeling by each
director that makes each story
so intriguing. Not only do they
take on the interpretation of love,
but the interpretation of the city
and its profound meaning. For
example, one thing New Yorkers
are known for is the unique way
they communicate. They speak
fast, are very honest and really use
language and communication as
a major part of their personalities.
That idea shines through crisply
in the film.
There are other unique things
about NYC that shine through
in the film, for instance, the
experience of riding around in a
cab. In fact, in the first scene of
the movie, two strangers share
a cab and discuss which route
they should take and which
streets they should avoid. It is
a hilarious back-and-forth that
says so much about life in NYC
and how cherished the city is by
its residents.
In another act, a character
discusses the mysterious beauty
that can be found in NYC on
a chilly, fall evening, standing
outside of a restaurant smoking
a cigarette, pausing from life
and becoming a spectator to the
world going on around them.
In a similar scenario, a man,
who happens to be a writer,
lights a cigarette for a woman
he desperately tries to seduce
with his cunning words and his
charming personality, telling her
how they have experienced an
intimate moment in the sharing
of the fire of his lighter.

•

Natalie Portman acts and is one of 11 directors in "New York, I Love You. "

There is a story for everyone, and yet every story is for
everyone. It may be different
from what you know but it is an
opportunity to learn about life.
There is only one New York
City, and even if you do not live
there, if you have been there at
some point, you understand the
mystique on display in this film.
One element that makes this
film quite different from "Paris,
Je Taime" is that there is more
interaction amongst stories as
characters from one story popup in another, whether in the
background or as a friend of a
character. Kind of like "Crash,"
my perspective is that they did
this to show how significantly

connected we all are, even in a
city so heavily populated by so
many different types of people.
"New York, I Love You" is
a film about a place, no doubt. It
is a portrayal of the people who
exist within those city walls.
NYC is the main attraction and
the most important character in
this film. It is the protagonist and
the idea is that these stories are
unique because they take place in
NYC. They could not take place
anywhere else.
Since seeing "Paris, Je
Taime," "New York, I Love
You" was on the top of my list of
movies I was anxiously waiting
for. The film was definitely worth
the wait, and I will continue to

remain excited at the promise
of at least three more movies of
this nature in the future, with
Jerusalem being next and Rio
de Janeiro somewhere down
the line.
"New York, I Love You" is
more than entertainment; it is
film as art. It is also one of those
movies you do not find unless
you are looking for it. It is my
hope that you will look for it, as
its success here in South Florida
will ensure that movies like this
continue to be expanded down to
our "neck of the woods."

Sharks uniteD ~
Channel 96 MOVie ShoW Times: oct. 27-oct. 31, 2009
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Throwback of the Week:
David Bowie
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

Usually, when I mention
the name David Bowie, people
ask, "you mean the referee of the
'walk off' in 'Zoolander'?"
Although this question is not
inaccurate, Bowie seems to be
one of those pop culture icons
that most people know but do not
really recognize. Whether people
recognize it or not, chances
are, they have heard a Bowie
song in a film, on a television
show or even on their parents'
favorite station.
However, even if someone
ends up enjoying the songs they
hear, the Bowie catalog is so huge
and extensive that it is incredibly
difficult to know where to start.
For a career that has spanned
over 40 years with the release
of 23 albums, countless singles
and compilations and many other
collaborations with musicians
around the world, trying to break
into the world of Bowie's musical
mastery seems daunting. After
all, Bowie's number of studio
LPs, alone, almost doubles that
of The Beatles. So, with that in

mind, I recommend starting with
his 1971 release, "Hunky Dory."
"Hunky Dory" was released
at a time when popular music
in the U.S. was undergoing a
complete overhaul. By 1971, pop
music was caught somewhere in
between the psychedelic rock of
the hippie movement and what
would become the premier genre
of the 1970s, disco. Taking notes
from both styles of music and
adding a bit of campy theatrics,
Bowie helped forge a new genre
of music, known as "glam rock,"
that would soon take over the
underground music scene both in
the U.S. and "across the pond."
Besides later releases, such
as "Aladdin Sane" and "The
Rise and Fall of Ziggy
Stardust and the Spiders from
Mars," "Hunky Dory" is probably
Bowie's most famous and most
influential album.
From the moment the first
few chords of the first song,
"Changes," begins, it is easy to
get drawn into his music. Once the
stuttered chorus, which features
dozens of loops of Bowie's
melodic voice, on "Changes"

kicks in, it becomes much harder
not to continue listening. With a
fairly extensive string section and
the use ofsynthesizers, "Changes"
demonstrates Bowie's ability to
bring the musical styling of older
generations into a new world
of musical and technological
advancements.
In addition to "Changes,"
the best tracks on "Hunky Dory"
are definitely "Oh! You Pretty
Things," "Life On Mars?,"
"Queen Bitch," "Quicksand"
and "Kooks." In "Oh! You Pretty
Things," Bowie sings about the
coming of a "superhuman race"
that would change the current
musical and cultural landscape
pervasive around the world.
"Life on Mars?" and
"Queen Bitch" are the two tracks
that really bring out the theatrical
and dramatic pastiche that is
prevalent in Bowie's music and
all of "glam rock." They have
big, boasting choruses fit for
Broadway and feature the kind
of mythological songwriting one
would expect from a figure like
Bowie. "Quicksand" is a slightly
slower, guitar-driven melody

David Bowie as his "glam rock" alter-ego Ziggy Stardust.

that showcases Bowie's struggle with intellectual paradoxes
that seemed to take over his
entire life.
However, my favorite track
on the album is "Kooks." Supposedly written on the same
day his son was born, "Kooks"
is a lighthearted track in which
Bowie gives advice to his young
son, claiming that "if you stay
with us, you're going to be
pretty kooky, too." Bowie sort
of pokes fun at himself here, all
while the beautiful string section

and rhythm guitar lead the song
through hook after hook.
Even though Bowie really
did not break into the mainstream
until the late 1970s and early
1980s, his music is now more
popular than ever before and still
continues to be as influential as
it was in the beginning. Bowie is
one of the few artists who is able
to be original without casting out
the techniques of the people who
inspired him. Do not miss out
on Bowie's musical genius; give
"Hunky Dory" a shot.
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Equal Rights for Some Is Editor's Note
Not Equal At All
SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

As it comes closer to the
day when Maine residents can
vote on whether to repeal the
state's gay marriage law or not,
many interesting and troubling
arguments have been coming out
of the woodwork lately. Even
for those who do not believe in
marriage as an institution all
together, it is hard to ignore the
ridiculousness coming from
the religious right the past
few days.
One of the more notable
features of the campaign to
repeal the laws is a television
advertisement, with a teacher
from Ellsworth, Maine claiming
that these laws "have everything
to do with schools." The ad then
goes on to a testimonial from a
couple in Mass. holding a copy of
the so-called controversial fairytale "King and King," a story
written for children in which
two princes fall in love and get
married, saying that they had a
problem with the fact that their
son was being taught about samesex marriage in the second grade.
So, what did they do? They tried
to sue the school and the "big,
bad" courts said they "had no
right to object or pull him out
of class."
The most interesting thing
about this argument is that they

make it seem like they are ' mad
because he is only in the second
grade, In that case, should
they not be upset that he is
being taught about marriage, in
general, because it eventually
leads to questions about sex and
having babies?
Of course not! From the
moment most of the children
in the U,S, are born, the idea of
"man and wife" is indoctrinated in
them through their (heterosexual)
parents, the media (which is
slowly getting better every
day about their exposure of
homosexuality) and the general
public, So, as these children
get older, the idea of anything
betraying that framework seems
inconceivable and impossible,
The question is, why? It was
only about 50 years ago when
anti-miscegenation laws, laws
that banned interracial marriage,
were still on the books of many
states, Most of the people in this
nation can look back on that and
realize just what a mistake these
laws were, how unjust they were,
and how the laws completely
disregard the US , Constitution.
How can these same people so
comfortably say the same thing
about same-sex marriage that
the people who created antimiscegenation laws said?
As ' far as I know, none
of these groups advocating for
same-sex marriage is trying to

On Oct. 22 President Ferrero
hurt anyone's religion or take held a student town hall meeting
something away - all they are .in the Don Taft University Center
asking for is the same rights be Pit. Students from across campus
granted to them as are granted stood to hear what the president
to heterosexual couples through had to say, and I listened. I
marriage. Is this really too much listened to students express their
to ask?
.
concerns about parking, having
At the National Equality more classes, finding work on
March in Washington, D.C., campus and the new smoking
Cynthia Nixon, one of the stars zones, to name a few. I thought to
of ~'Sex and the City" who is also myself but now what?
What is the next step? What
openly gay said, "When a country
has different laws for different else can students do to show that concerns and state what we think,
categories of people, it sends its they are engaged and care about then no student has the right to
population a message that the what happens on campus? When . complain. We are at a university
different group of people with will we get another opportunity that is giving us the opportunity
lesser rights are somehow inferior to share . our thoughts with to say, "Hey, this is where we
and less deserving of respect and the president?
need improvement or this is
The Gallup survey, which . where we need more funding."
are, in fact, not wholly human.
That message is heard loud and is available to students on Oct.
Whether our complaints,
clear, by the worst elements in 26, is the next step. The Gallup concerns, and feedback are
society and it instructs them that survey takes only five to seven addressed immediately is not
if they are looking for someone minutes and should be completed . what we should be worried about;
to bully or beat or even kill, if by everyone in the university we should be worried about how
they are looking for someone community. It is our chance to the university can improve in the
vulnerable to prey upon, gay reinforce what we talked about long-term. Improved value of our
people are a ready target."
in the student town hall meeting. school in the long-term is what
Taking just a quick glance It is our opportunity to detail will increase the value of our
at the history of this nation proves exactly what we think needs to degrees and set us on the right
that her comment is dead on and be improved on campus.
path in our careers.
has an easy fix. Though it may
If we do not express our
never be known what the true
feelings of same-sex marriage
laws opponents are, we do know
that education and some kind
of diplomacy, on a small level,
can help us overcome the fears
non-smokers who do not wish
and prejudice that have long Dear Editor,
to walk through the smoke or its
overwrought the minds of the
to
see
that
NSU
I
am
pleased
lingering aroma to get into the
people of this nation.
is addressing designated smoking building. No designated areas
areas across the campus. The have been provided at UPP at this
. new locations ' are strategically time. There are many individuals
located to accommodate smokers who would benefit from having
and non-smokers alike. I would designated smoking and non- .
like to see the smoking locations smoking areas here. Please
extended to the University . Park address this situation as plans
Plaza campus, as well. We have move forward.
many smokers here who step
outside office doors and smoke Thank you,
on the sidewalk leading into the
building. This is problematic for Gloria Zimmerman, Ph.D.

Letter to the Editor

On the Scene
ANNARELY ROPRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

What do you think about President
Obama winning the Nobel Peace Prize?

~ ,

"I feel they didn't have a real reason. When I look back at other people
who have won, I feel he hasn't done anything."
Tajh Hoilett, junior psychology major

"I think I could understand why people are angry because he hasn't
done anything substantial, but I think he is in a position where he has the
opportunity to make a difference."
Aparna Saini, a first year graduate student in the School of Humanities and
Social Sciences

"I wasn't so happy about it because I feel the reasons they had weren't
valid. I mean, he hasn't done anything."
Josh Reinitz, junior international business major

"It's too early. It seems like he's trying but things don't seem to be going
the way he wants."
Andrew Ruiz, sophomore business administration major
,
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Do you want to gain hands-on work experience while also having fun?
Then come and work for The Current.

.-

We are looking for energetic, innovative, organized and creative people who
want to gain experience in a deadline-driven newsroom environment.
The Current is now accepting applications, so fill one out today.
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